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Online But Not Alone: Supporting Inclusion and 
Belonging in the Online Learning Environment
Quality Instruction Series #2
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Session Overview

Disengagement Belonging
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What do your students do and what do 
they say when they are struggling 
unproductively?

What do you say to your students when 
they are struggling unproductively? What 
do you do to help your students when 
they are struggling unproductively?

Reflecting on ourselves and our students
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Student Disengagement

Students disengage for a variety of reasons. Some common reasons include:

● No longer interested in the course.
● Can’t see how what they’re learning can be used in other classes or 

after college.
● Course content isn’t intuitive or structured coherently.
● Unfamiliar and not confident with technology.
● The material is too hard.
● Don’t feel like they belong in the class or at college.
● Don’t want to look stupid in front of their classmates or teachers.
● Are tired.
● Are overwhelmed with trying to balance being a college student with 

being away from home without rules.
● Have personal/family/job issues that arise.
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Online Learning: Rethinking what’s possible...

Independent and asynchronous learning can:
● leave many students feeling isolated in 

their learning,
● lead to disengagement, and, ultimately,
● the inability to complete the course

When students work together and receive 
support, they:

● build community,
● grow their belief in their ability to learn 

math, and
● achieve improved course outcomes
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Productive Persistence: Tenacity + Good Strategies

Social Belonging Students feel socially tied to peers, faculty, and the 
course.

Course Value Students believe the course has value.

Growth Mindset Students believe they are capable of learning.

Skills & Know-how Students have skills, habits, and know-how to succeed 
in college setting.

Support Faculty and college support students’ skills and 
mindsets.
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Carnegie Math Pathways Online Learning Cycle

Collaboration
Session

Social Emotional 
Activity/Survey

Instructor
Feedback

Exercise
(individual)

Preparation
(individual)
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Building Student Sense of Belonging

Starting Strong
• Establishing norms and 

expectations
• Shifting students’ beliefs about 

themselves
• A clear structure that promotes 

engagement

Staying Strong
• Reinforcing classroom norms and expectations
• Sustaining Students’ Beliefs about Themselves
• Motivational and Cognitive Supports
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Starting Strong for Student Sense of Belonging

Course Launch 
Experience (welcome 

package)

Digital course structureDigital course landing 
page design
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Garrison, Anderson, & Archer (2000): Community of Inquiry

Garrison, D. R., Anderson, T., & Archer, W. (2000). Critical inquiry in a text-based environment: Computer conferencing in higher education model. 
The Internet and Higher Education, 2(2-3), 87-105.

http://cde.athabascau.ca/coi_site/documents/Garrison_Anderson_Archer_Critical_Inquiry_model.pdf
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Starting Strong for Student Sense of Belonging

1. Welcome video
2. Setting expectations: Key details about 

engagement, grading/evaluation, course 
completion

3. Syllabus activity (e.g. scavenger hunt)
4. Navigational video tutorials
5. Communication methods/norms and how to get 

help
6. First/Next steps (e.g. discussion activity, needs 

analysis)

First contact: Course landing page design
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Course structure: Learning Cycles

Starting Strong for Student Sense of Belonging

1. Leverage the digital course space to make 
learning cycle apparent to students

2. Some variation is expected/warranted, but 
built around consistent structure/flow

3. The online learning environment should be 
predictable, structured, familiar, and, thereby, 
safe

Merrill, M. D. (2002). First principles of instructional design. Educ. Technol., Res. Dev. 50: 43–59.
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Starting Strong for Student Sense of Belonging

1. Welcome video and landing page design
2. Getting to know you
3. Syllabus activity
4. Cyclical course structure
5. Week 1 orientation session(s)

a. Model engagements
b. Syllabus follow-up
c. Contract activity
d. Key dates/details

Week 1: Welcome Package
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Staying Strong for Student Sense of Belonging

Regulation Strategies 
and metacognition

WISE feedbackLearning mindsets
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“
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“Being a 'math person' or not is 
something about you that you really 

can't change. Some people are good at 
math and other people aren't."
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Staying Strong for Student Sense of Belonging

Fixed Mindset (intelligence is fixed)
• There is no point in trying if one 

is not a “natural.”

Growth Mindset (intelligence is 
malleable)

• Obstacles can be overcome 
through effort, help from others, 
and use of improved strategies

Growth vs. Fixed Mindset
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Staying Strong for Student Sense of Belonging:
Growth Mindset Reading & Writing Activity

“Most people don’t know that when they 
practice and learn new things, parts of their 
brain change and get larger, a lot like the 
muscles do. This is true even for adults.  So 
it’s not true that some people are stuck 
being “not smart.” You can improve your 
abilities a lot, as long as you practice and 
use good strategies.”
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Randomized study

Course dropout reduced by 51% with growth mindset activity 
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“How often, if ever, do you wonder: Maybe I don't belong here?’”
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Staying Strong for Student Sense of Belonging

Wise Feedback helps build trust by communicating:

1. High standards
2. Targeted feedback
3. Assurance

Cohen, Steele, & Ross (1999) 

Wise Feedback
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Staying Strong for Student Sense of Belonging Stress Reappraisal
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Staying Strong for Student Sense of Belonging
Stress Reappraisal
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Staying Strong for Student Sense of Belonging, Self-Regulation, and 
Metacognition Awareness

Self-regulated learning built into every exercise and 
practice opportunity. Four stage cycle (Zimmerman, 
2011)

1. Information gathering
2. Goal setting and planning
3. Enact study strategy
4. Identify next adaptations

Metacognition intro or exit tickets
Two questions:

1. What is one thing you are confident about?
2. What is one thing that you still have questions 

about?
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What are your questions?
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This program of work is supported by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Ascendium Education Group, the ECMC 
Foundation, and the National Science Foundation's grant DUE-1322844 in cooperation with the Carnegie Foundation for 
the Advancement of Teaching and WestEd

You can also visit us at:

www.CarnegieMathPathways.org

/CarnegieMathPathways

@CarnegieMath

/Carnegie-Math-Pathways

Thank you!

For more information, email our team at:
info@carnegiemathpathways.org.


